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SUrpitARY

The objective of the program reported here was to design, fabricate, and test
a laboratory breadboard optical temperature sensor based on the temperaturo dependent
absorptive characteristics of a rare earto (curoprium) doped optical fiber. This
concept arose as a result of a study carried out under a previous NASA program,
Contract NAS3-21004. The report discuacoo the principles of operation, materials
characterization$ fiber and optical component design, design and fabrication of an
olectro-optic interface unit, signal nr©cesaing, and initial toot results. The
initial tests indicated that, after a brief warmup period, the output of the

`

	

	 seusor.was stable to approximately 1°C at room temperature or approximately * 0.3
percent of paint ( 4K). This exceedo the goal of 1 percent of point. Recommendations
are presented for further performance improvement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of the program reported mere was to conduct further analysis and
preliminary design of an optical temperature sensor based on the temperature dopen-
dent absorption characteristics of a rare earth doped optical finer. This approach
arose as a result of a concept screening study that was carried out under a previous
NASA program. Of the several approaches that emerged from the study, the rare earth
probe was selectee as the most promising for further development.

The reasoning that led to the idea of the rare earth prone can be summarized
as follows:

(a) Rare earth ions have numerous absorption lines in the visible and near IR
portion of the spectrum. The transmission of a sample can be monitored at selected
wavelength with commercially available LED's or laser diodes.

(b) Some of the absorption lines correspond to optical transitions that origi-
nate in the ground electronic state of the ions while others area transitions that
originate in low lying encited levels. The strength of an absorption is proportional`
to the population of ions in the state from which the absorbing transition originates.
The population distribution is a unique function of temperature. In general, transi-
ti.ona originating in the ground state should show a decrease in strength with in-
creating temperature due to depletion of the ground state population. Transitions

(	 originating in higher states should show an increase in strength with temperature
due to the increase of the population. Either type of absorption may be used to
monitor the temperature, or they may be used in combination for increased sensitivity.

(c) stare earth ions may readily be incorporated into a glass or crystalline	 *'"
host material and the resulting material can be made with very good optical quality,
(Doping of Maas and crystals with neodymium has been extensively developed for the
production of laser rods. The chemistry of all the rare earth elements is similar
to that of neodymium.) Rare earth doped glass may readily be drawn into optical
fibers by standard techniques. A rare earth sensor can be made with an active
sensing element consisting of either a rare earth doped bulk sample or a rare earth'
doped fiber.

These considerations form the basis of the rare earth temperature probe. In
implementing the concept, some additional considerations are:

(a) The measured transmission should be independent of the intensity of the
4	 light source used to make the measurement. This requires either that the source

intensity be maintained constant, or that both input and output intensity be measured

i
and ratioed to remove the dependence on source intensity.

C
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W It to desirable that the final measured output that to used to determine
the temperature be independent of Incidental l0000G ouch as would be canoed by
changing cables or connectors leading from the oenoor head to the electronic inter-
face unit. one approach to achieving this independence to through the use of a
reference beam at a different wavelength from the sensing beam. The wavelength of

a the reference beam may be chosen to lie in a region where the rare earth has no
absorption. The transmission of the reference beam then monitors the transmission
of the fiber heads, connectoro, etc., and gait be used to normalize this factor out
of the trsansmian ck, of the sensing beam. It is not necessary that the reference
beam be at a wavelength where the rare earth la not a3boorbing. it need only be at
a wavelength where the absorption liar,-a different temperature dependence. In this
case there are really two sensing b pgmn^ one could monitor an absorption that
increases with temperature and the other an absorption that decreases with tempera-
ture. The ratio of the two transmission is independent of the incidental losses
provided that they are wavelength independent.

(c) If the signal and reference beams are detected by a single detector,
drifts in detector sensitivity are also ratioed out. Thin could be a problem if
separate detectors were used. Use of a single detector requires either time or fre-
quency multiplexing of the two beams.

k	 (d) The ultimate accuracy of the temperature measurements depends on the rate
f	 of change of the measured transmission ratio with temperature (i.e., sensitivity)n

	

	
and the accuracy with which a given transmission ratio can be measured (i.e., signal-
to-noise ratio). The latter depends on the amount of light available at the deter
tor. This in turn depends on the source intensity and the absorption of the aenoor

f

	

	 head and leads. It may be shown that for a given source intensity there is at.
optimum absorption length, so that the signal-to-noise ultimately depends on the
source intensity. In selecting the wavelength for the sensing beam (or beams) one
must choose a wavelength at which the absorption changes rapidly with. the temperature
and for which sufficiently tntense sources are available.

These are the general considerations for the design of the temperature probe.
The fallowing sections will discuss choice of materials, fiber fabrication, design
and fabrication of the electro-optic interface, optical component fabrication, and
signal processing. The present state of development will be reviewed and recommen-
dations made for further development.

2
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2.	 CHOICE OF MATERIALS FOR T11B GENSOtt

2.1	 General Cono derations

in the previous section, reasons were given for the choice of rare earth
elements for the temperature probe. 	 Figure 2-1 shows the energy lowly for the
trivalent rare earths in a crystalline hoot, LaCh. 	 The funtion of the energy
levels of the rare cartho are not atrongly dependent on the host ao that one would
expect a qualitatively similar picture for a glass host. 	 The energy lovely in this
figure are plotted versus wavenumber (cm l) .	 At a temperature, To one would cxpcct
significant population of levels up to a few times kT above the ground atate. 	 We
may exp 000 kT in tormc of wavenumber by the relation:

s

kT	 hu	 e

I	 kT
t

8 0.692 T	 T in *9

a 0.385 T	 T in OR	
-Thus, for a temperature of 2500'R G 1388 OR, 1/X° 962 cmFor measurement of tem-

perature below this value, then it would be desirable to have a rare earth ion with
energy levels below or not far above 962 cm° l .	 Inopect on of this level diagram

f	 will show that europioum (ku) and snmarium (Sm) are the most promising candidates
with cerium (Cc`), praseodymium (Pr), neodymium (Nd)p promethium (Pm) and terbium (Tb)
as other potential candidates, particularly at high temperatures. 	 (Promethium,

I	
however, is radioactiva and extremely rare; terbium is also extremely rare so that
these two elements should be excluded.)	 Huropium is particularly attractive duo to
its very low lying levels and the fact that there are several useful. levels.

Some preliminary data were taken on the temperature dependent absorption of both
europium- and samarium-doped Classes. 	 The europium data appeared more promising as
there Caere well defined absorption peaks that varied with temperature. 	 The absorp-
tion spectrum of the samarium was more complicated and did not vary with temperature s
in as well defined a way. 	 (Considerable broadening of levels and washing out of
the structure was observed.) 	 I-or this reason, europium was chosen as the prime
candidates and more detailed consideration was confined to this ion. 	 Figure 2-2

r	 shows the lowest energy levels of europium in more detail.. 	 Prom this we can see
that there should be two major sets of absorption peaks, one set arising from transi-
t;ions originating in one of the low lying states and terminating in the 5% state and
the other originating in the lower states and terminating in the 5nl state.

from this energy level structure we may calculate the expected distribution of
4^.

population in the lower states as a function of temperature. 	 At this paint it will
be valuable to review the significance of the spectroscopic natation. 	 The letter

I
""I
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dooignation refers to rite total orbital angular c oiaentun, l., of the electrena
(S a O, P o 1, q Q 2 9 V o 3 9 6 0 4 # tH m S, I (3 6, etc.). uhuo the V states have
an orbital angular momentum of 3. The nupor",eript roforr to the total, spin angular
Momonturt. If the total spin angular c'onontun to Of 01e0 Oho r not-roeript is 2n+1.
Thug, for a 7i' configuration the total opiu to aloe 3 (e` a 2 u3 + 1) . `Eton spin
and cite orbital angular momentuea couple together to give tits total angular moment"n.
J. The subscript givoo the value of J. A spin of 3 and an orbital angular romentun'
of 3 can couple together to give a total angular nomantuo of J o 0, I t 2+ 3, 4, 59
or 6. Thin io the origin of the seven lowest energy 1cvoto of the euroPium ion.
'Yhooe states are not actually single otatoo but are degounrato hecateoo of the
various passible spatial orientation of the total angular comentun d. Vor a given
value of Jo there are 2d+1 p000iblo orientationo. Thuo, the F, mate to a oinglot,
the Fl is threefold degenerate, the P2 to fivefold degenerate, eta. Thin J
degeneracy is a result of title cryotal oymmetry. In other hooto, it Pay be oplit
by tale local field coon by tine ion.

We may noes calculate the onponted distribution of population in the 71?
as a function of tomporature, assuming thermodynamic equilibrium. Thocse otatoo are
the only ones that will have any oiguifi.cant thermal population, and the root of
the otatoo may be ignored. The population rid of the Jth otatc (i..c , the F orate

I with subscript J) its given by
I

!j
n 	 no f23+1)^"

I

	

	
(2d^1)e 	̂

(2 1)

d8a

The (23+1) factor ariaoo from tile. multipllcity of the levels that was diouuooed
above. 'file quantity no in the total number density (cm°3) of lono in rile glass.
The population valuers may be calculated numerically, and the rcoult to drawn in
Vig. 2-3. In thin calculation rile energy level spacings were taken as 421, 987,7 ,ad

2000,
ne

gligible and 4000
	 curl . Including the t orate at x 5000 cm-1 ciao found to have 	 4

This figure shows several interesting features. The population of the ground
state docroaocs monotonically with temperature. Aboorption linen originating in
this state should thus become weaker with increasing temperature. Over most of the
temperature range of interest, the population of the first state is not a otrong
function of temperature; absorption linen originating in chic state should be only
weakly temperature dependent. The next ( rr2) state shows a population that increases
monotonically over the temperature range of interest. Aboorption linen originating
in this state should increaoe in strength as rice tomperature increases.

The modal for the population distribution may be used to determine the optimum
path length and transition for use in a temperature censor. We conoider the optical	 ^

i	 m	 ;
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the optical tranontoolon of to glaoo oamplo at a uavolon3th eau*renpundino to one of
the aboorption poa o. Tito optical Potter l) that vill be trtaaaao fitted in related to the
lnefdont power Po by,

Here n j to the population denoity of the Initial otaate of t1w traauoltion, `a^ In the
aboorption er000 oection and 2 to the path length. Tito tempeeaature oenoiitiv.ity of
the optical tranoUnoion Pay be eralculaated, no

dT pQ	 Tr

and fro a the previounly eiven P:;preoolon for n ip, tie may calculate
t

de
n 

€ao(2s3+1) tr.j A (2J+1) (23+19 4ti e-dEd

d`T	
k'"`	 (2-2)

here Z to the partition function (the denominator of Vq. (2°1)). Thin may be oim- 	 i
pl i f ied to

n
dT ° n3_	

(2-3)

where

AE(23+1). d eM
kT

2

is junt the average onerp y at a temperature T (which will be comparable to hT) . The
r	 temperature oenoitivity io theni

T- nic t 0onili c
ps -< t E,

k22

Regarded as a function of n Jo Jk, thia cenaitivity io maximized whan as Jm jk R 1 or when
the; tranomisaion P/P io just 0°1 . The path length in the oencor element ohould

`	 therefore be chaaen w that the tranamfaai,on (,ay at the center of the range) io e°1.
The traanomi.aoion can aloo be varied by changing the	 gdoping denoit no . It is Faloo
deoirable to maker the magnitude of AEj-<AE> ao large as 000ible. Thin indicateo

8
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that we should choose a transition originating either in the ground state, for which
ARj o O t or in a highly oscited state with a largo AC i . A particularly poor choice
is a transition originating in a state for which AH J -^ <AE:>. This is the case for
transition originating in the 7y, state. The above expression predicts a weak tem-
perature dependence which in Just a reflection of the woalt dependence of the popula-
tion shown in Fig. 2-3.

I
:=

2.2 Preliminary Measurements of the Temperature Dependent Absorption
in Ruropium

The general considerations discussed above led to the choice of europium for
the temperature sensor. A sample (ti 10 lbo) of ouropium -doped glass was ;prepared
by Rmdox, Jest Haven, CT This glass was a high expansion borosilicate glass
similar to RN1 and contained 15 percent bu 203 . This glass was prepared under
oxidizing conditions to ensure that all the europium was in the Ru ^ sta ge. If this
is not done, some of the europium will be in the Fu g+ state. This leads to an un-
desirable background Absorption that does not vary strongly with temperature. Glass
containing only Rua+ ions is a pale pink color; the presence of Eu 2+ leads to a
straw color. The sample of glass obtained from bmdex appeared to be free of any
significant amount of Cu2 ^. Approximately 300 meters of optical fiber with a
europium-doped core and an FNl glass cladding were also obtained from Fmdox. This
fiber was used for some initial measurements, but most work was done with fibers
that worn fabricated at UTRC from the bulk sample.

Figure 2-4 shows the typical temperature dependent absorption of a curopium-
doped fiber. These data were taken with a scanning monochrometer and a photo-
multiplier. Three prominent absorptions occur at wavelengths of approximately
570 nm, 580 nm, and 605 nm. These correspond to the 7F 0- D0 , 7F1-5D0 and 7F2-5D0
transition, respectively. These are also three peaks at shorter wavelength (only
two are shown in the figure). Then correspond to transitions from the same
initial states to the 5D state.

The behavior of the absorption with increasing temperature - is qualitatively
as expected from the calculation of Fig. 2-3. The 7F 0-5D0 transition decreases in

strength due to depletion of the 7D0 ground state population. The 7F 2-5D0 transi-
tion increases in strength due to the increase in population of the 7F 2 state.

The 7r, 1- 	 transition does not vary much as would be expected from Fig. 2-3. The
fallout in the signal at long wavelengths is due to the response of the photomulti-
plier that was used. The fiber is actually clear in this region.

In order to simulate the results that would be obtained from an actual sensor,
the transmission was maintained as a function of temperature at two specific wave-
lengths. The results are shown in Fig. 2-5. The MV5052 LED had a peak emission
centered at about 670 nm, in a clear region of the fiber. The transmission at this

r
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wavelength is virtually independent of temperature. An W5752 LED with a 614 nn
interference filter waa used to monitor the 7r1"500 tranrmiasion. The transmitted
signal fell off approximately exponentially with temperature.

0

The preliminary data appeared very promising and work waa begun to design and
fabrieute the prototype aeneor discussed in the following; ceetionc.
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3, DESIGN OF OPTICS MODULE AND SENSOR HEAD

3.1 Introduation,

Ab dibetiased above, the fiber-optic towperature sensor works on the principle
of temperature dependent absorption in a rare earth-doped glass. The measurable
parameter its ea 	 in power of an optical signal passing through the europium=
doped fiber. If there are other effects besides temperature that change the optical
powur, 

then 
-in abaolute temperature cannot be determined. For instance, a fiber

eontioctor that 
is 

unmated and remated may cause a small but significant change in
optical power transmitted through the fiber, which could be interpreted as 

a change
in temperature, We can eliminate this kind of an error by sending a second optical

signal through the same fiber. The wavelength of the second signal is chosen to

lie in a portion of the spectrum where there is no temperature dependent absorption.
By taking 

the 
ratio of the two signals, we measure the transmission of the fiber

which varies with temperature and is independent of the optical power in the fiber.

light emitting diodes (LED's) were chosen as the light source for the tempera-

ture oenHor. LED's have advantages over an incandescent light including small size,

high brightness, high efficiency, and they have the ability of being modulated at
reasonably high rates. Laser diodes can couple more than ton times the amount of
optical power into fibers than LED's, but there are no laser diodes on the market

that emit at the required wavelengths for the europium fiber sensor; and, in general,
laser diodes are considerably more expensive than LED's. In order to obtain

sufficient wavelength separation, two separate LED's were used. We are then required

to couple both otpical sources into a single fiber. This was accomplished using a
four-port fiber coupler.

To avoid errors caused by changes in the intensities of the two diodes, an

additional reference signal is extracted with the four port coupler and the sensor

signal levels are normalized to the reference levels. Normally, four photo-detectors

would be required: two detectors for each wavelength for the reference signals,

and two detectors for each wavelength for the signals that pass through the sensing

fiber. A dispersive element or bandpass filter at each detector would be required.
By modulating the two LED's on and off alternately, we can sample both wavelengths
at different times. This method of time domain multiplexing reduces the number of

detectors to two and was chosen as the detection scheme for the temperature sensor*

We considered several different sensor head designs. The required length of

europium fiber is about 15 cm to obtain a l/e absorption at an intermediate tempera-

ture. We will show later that this absorption length is optimum for the best sen-

sitivity. We chose to use a continuous loop of feber for the sensor with a 5 cm

radius. A single fiber with an end reflector could also be used, but this sensor gesign gives

13
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a background of reflected light from the various fiber junctions, connections * and
splices. In addition # a aeparation of the incident and return optical oignalo is
required at the input end of the fiber, and this would give an additional 3 dD loss.
A oinglo ended temperature probe configuration could also be made by making a very
omAl radian, 180 1 (i.e., folded back) bond in the fiber. Wo have constructed 1800
fiber bends ao small as 0.56 mm radius and have measured tranomic3aion loaneB through
those bends of Woo than 2dB (Rof. 1).

In order to build the optics module and sensor head, wo had to learn, often
through trial and orror t how to matte fusion splices, four-port coupleroo fiber
connectors, and to effectively couple the fibers to epoxy encapsulated LED light
sourecoo Difficulties were encountered several times with unprotected fibers
breaking that were placed under a bending stress at rigid epoxy jointoo Making
the epoxy Joints, to the fiber buffer ^:oating eliminated this problem. In one
instance, the temperature sensor head was accidentally operated above the rated
temperature and one LED was damaged by running at average current levels above the
rated maximum. As a consequence, the optics modulo and sensor head had to be
rebuilt with new components to bring the signal levels back to a level of good
detestability. The rebuilt module and sensor head gave improved signal levels with
better splices and a smaller connector loss.

Figure 3-1 shows a photograph of the optics module and sensor head. The
sensor head consists of a two fiber connector and a temnerature sensing loop.
The sensor head is connected to the optics module with a 15 ft length of flexible
metal conduit that contains the two fibers from the sensor loop. The optics module
is shown with the lid removed and contains the LED's ) LED modulators, the four-port
coupler, the reference and sensor leg detectors, focusing optics ) and optical fil-
ters required to separate the two wavelengths. Details of the construction and
mechanical layout of the optics module will be discussed in the next section. In
Section 3.3 we will discuss the construction and design of the optical components;
and in the subsequent section, we will discuss the electrical circuit, including
the LED modulators and detector electronics. We will also discuss the timing sequence
for the modulators and signal processing electronics; and calculations will be pre-
sented for the signal-to-noise ratio and minimum detectable temperature.

3.2 Mechanical Layout

Figure 3-2 shows a close-up view of the optics module and the two fiber connec-
tor which is disengaged from the sensor head, The various components in the optics
module are labvled in the following illustration, Fig. 3-3. The module consists
of a 4 in. x 5 in. x 1 in. aluminum box with a recessed lid for shielding against
electromagnetic and optical interference. The inside of the box is compartmented and
painted black to eliminate any possible optical or electrical crosstalk between the
reference and sensor detectors.
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The compartment In the lower left of the modulo Contains the two LED O O and
their cemiconduetor phT modulators that turn the MY on and off in accordance
with the LED modulator input pulse rate. The fibers that collect light from the LED a
are joined in the four port coupler that is oucaced in the long thin tube. A plas-
tic hoard supports the LER'a and coupler. The tube holding the coupler cat;endo out
of the LED compartment as shown in the photo. The two fiboro at the output end of
the coupler havo a component of light from each LED. One of the fusers bends into
a fiber holder and illuminates the reference detector through a opoeial order fil-
ter. The second 'fuser is spliced into a lead that couneets with the soncor head
thorugh the flexible metal conduit. The return fiber lead from the oenoor is
terminated at a capillary tube fiber holder shown in the upper right cornor of
Sig. 3.3. Light emitted from the and of the return fiber to imaged on to the senoor
channel photodetector through an optical fiber that hors the sumo ohacterfatico
as the filter in they reference channel. by releasing a not arrow the position of
the return fiber holder can be adjusted along the axis of the Iona. The Iona to
mounted into a plastic holder that to hold to the bottom of the module box in an
oversized hole with a screw and washer. n amall adjustment of the Iona position
can be made by Mooning the mounting screw, moving the Iona holder and retightening
the screw. The omall adjuntment in Iona pocition woo required afnce the coming
area of the photodet octer is not concentric with the atria of the photodeteotor

mounting can. Dour SMA coaxial connectors on the right hand aide of the module

1
were used for the detector outputs and the y Lop modulator inputs an indicated in the

i illustration. On the lower aide of the module are four electrical feedthrough
bush n8a and a ground tie paint that provide termi.nala for the DC power to run
the LED's and photodetectoroo

The oonoor head consists of a double: fiber connector and a 30 cm long loop
of aU mil diameter otainleco steel hypo -tubing that contains the europium doped,
temperatures sensitive section of fiber. The connector was made from the shell
of a Cannon WIC-4-220 and WX-4-31S four pin electrical connector. Two alignment
pins on the connector body and a grooves on the shell give a precise alignment and
orientation to the two _parts of they connector upon mating. The fitter diameter was
9.5 mild. To drill two holes with u diameter that small in muting parts is a

`

	

	 fairly difficult taste. Instead, larger recessed holes were drilled that precisely
fit a sapphire jewel. The sapphire jewel had a precision hole that nearly fits the
fiber diameter.

The hypo-tubingloop that supports and protects the sensing fiber terminates
at the connector in two ceramic- tubes as shoran in pig. 3-r1. The ceramic tubes give
thermal insulation between the hot sensing fiber and the connector and keep the
connector temperature not too far above room temperature when the sensing loop is

k	placed in an oven.

The four fibers, two for each half of the connector, were threaded through the
sapphire Jewels and potted in place with a hard epoxy. The ends of the connectors

,k

1$
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connectors were then ground and poliohed an a lap to produce a good optical finish
on the endo of the fibero, unfortunately, one of the Ribero had been tilted off
center and ended' up with about one third of the core diameter of mioalignment. A
mivalignment of this asount would give an additional loan of about 2 to 3 dB for
the connector. Since it is difficult to correct alignment problemo with the con-
pleted connector, we decoded to live with the3 additional loon for the prrcent program.
Later in the program, au proviouoly mentioned, the ocnoing loop wao overheated to

!

	

	 temperatures well above 500 0G and the tranomiooion of the ocnoar head decreaaod to
20 percent of itg original value. A now fiber connector and oansing loop wao made.
Due to time limitationo, a loco complicated connector trao made that uoen uplieoo
and gcttld be rebuilt without much difficulty if ales oenclur, loop were overheated

I	 again.

I

3.3 Optical Circuit

'	 3.1 LLB f on and Cog din g, to a Fiber

A general ochematic of the optical circuit for the optico module and senoor
head io ohown in Fig. 3 64. `t'hio figure il.luutratoo the optical and fiber otpical
component layout that was dUcuooed in ttte previous `section. Gali.te-type; 3000 L ,
204 rem diameter core fiber with a PVC buffer coating wac used throughout the
optico circuit except for t`he ouropium ceasing section of fiber that we produced
ourselves. They operation and construction of the different components of the optical
oyatem will be discussed in this section.

The longeot wavelength that gave a temperature dependent absorption in the
europium fiber was Gld am. tie rooted different types of visible LED'a from Texas
Inotrume>nte, 9pcoa, and Monsanto (now General Instrument Bptoolectronics) in the
610 am wavelength ranges to determine the boot LID to use. All the visible LCD's
are encapsulated in epoxy and sold on the market as indicator lights. The pr1cea
for the LED's range around 50 cents, Visible LCD's are constructed from gallium
arsenide phosphide, GaAo (,_X)Px. By varying the aroenide/phosphido ratio, the
central emission wavelength of the LED can be adjusted. With no arsenide the LCD
omits at its shortest wavelength of 565 am, and at the other extreme with no phoophide
at the LCD omits at the longest wavelength of 940 am. The radiated power per unit
area from the LgD lo is directly related to the emission wavelength, they long wave-
length LCD's being considerably stranger radiators than the shorter wavelength LCD's.
We chose the longest wavelength absorption in the europium fiber for this reason.

Spectral emission widths of the LED's are typically 40 am. They absorption width
of the europium fiber, however, varies from 5 to 15 rem over the temperature range of
interest. In order to obtain the largest percentage change in the optical signal.	

4

,i	 with temperature we need a bandpass filter that passes only the Light that is

f
affected by the absorption. There are no standard LED's made that have a central

f
I

f
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,,tli at 610 on; however, It would be p000lble at much greater ompenao
to bavo an LED made at the correct Coloolon wavelon th. Of all the LBD O o tented, as
Nwoaato =5152 gavo the groatoot potlor thro"Gh a 610 Ura t 10 mi full vidtho half
c,331cum bandpaoo filter and wao ch000n for tho temperature oencor. rlguro 3-5 chovo
tile opectral pot-;or output of an DWS152 LED before and after filterInG with the 610 n'.1
bandpaoD filter. Only five percent of 

the 
optical pot.,-er from the 1,89 An, p000ed

by tho filter.

The optical 'power emitted by a batch of the oame type LED'o can vary by an
ouch ao a factor of 2. Ue celected the filghoot power =5152 1,61) out of a d000n.
The beat LED emitted an optical power of 60 * 6 pt-1 9 but only 0.9 percent or 424 DU could
ue foctloed with a lono late a 200 on core, 0.40 numerical aperture (NA) fiber. Tito
owny encapoulation around the top of the LED in ophorical to forn, a loon. In
addition, there is a parabolic reflector behind the LED to help collect tile aide
enittina light and direct the light forward. But cutting the top of the LED lono,
flat and drilling a omall holes wo could place the end of the fiber near tile L173D

emitting, ourface. The fiber had to be aligned in the drill hole with an ;:, y, n
n, lerometer pooitionor to obtain the ni anin, am Coupling Of O

p
tical power. The fiber i"I

tl ,vu frown in the pooition of oaulmuni coupling by potting
	

V,	 We4	 ', in a clear epo Y.
found that it in important to have the epon-y potted to the buffer coatiur, on the
fiber to help provide a otrain relief for the fiber on bendin g . Coupling tile fiber
to the LED in thin manner (butt coupling) gave a ourprioing factor of five improve-
went over loon coupling. Butt coupling in the moot efficient coupling one can matte
if the oource 

in larger than the fiber core that collects the light and if the fiber
sand can be placed againot the emitting ourface. In our canes however, we could not
place the fiber directly on the entittior, ourface without damaging the LED. By
val-Ang, as omall loon in the end of the fiber with all are oplicing device, we could
increaoe the light coupling another 20 to 50 percent. With the boot couplings then,
we obtained about 1.0 tell or 3 percent of the optical power from the LED into the
fiber. L000eo of the optical filter at tile detector # aboorption by the fiber, and
l000eo in the coupler and oplicao reduce the power level to 29 ull by the time we
detect tile oi&nal at the oenoor photodete@tor. A Monoanto ME7124 wao chooen an the
oource to produce as wavelength ceparated from the temperature dependent aboorption.
Tile peah entiooion wavelength of the MUM LED in 940 nm. Thin IR LED in conoidorably
more powerful than the 0135152 red emitting LED.

Tile optical power and ope@trum emitted by an LED are functiono of the tempera-
ture of the semiconductor junction (Ref. 2). nadiated output power, from the LUD'o
can typically decroaae by 1 percent per degree centigrade $ and the peah wavelongth
of the radiated output introaaeo by 0.09 nm per degree centigrade for indirect band
bap materialo and 0.2 nm for direct band Cap materialo. The opectral ohift of the
DW5132 LEd would lie oomewhere between theae two valueo. To obtain a maximum Gignal
level, the DIV5152 LED in operated at ito maximum rated average current of 35 mA. Ao
as conooquemo # the Junction temperature rioen above ambient after turn-on and
roachoo a oteady otate value after as sufficient length of time 

when thermal equilibrium

M
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lu -µvtabliched. We found that the detected signal from the NV5152 LED der-reaead

to 79 percent of its initial value at turn-on with a characteristic We) decay
time of 25 Gee. The MUM infrared LED, however, has excess power at its maximum
rated average current of 100 mA and is operated at only 3 . 2 mA for the temperature
oewioor. Ao a consequence of the low drive current, the MB7124 LED gave no measured

5 percent) decrease in the optical Signal level after turn -on. The spectral
shift of the IXD l u may represent a problem with the temperature measurement and for
a given accuracy set a limit over what range of temperatures the optics module can
operate. In addition, the central wavelength of the interference filters can
shift 0.03 um per degree centigrade to longer wavelengths. The spectral shift and
Ito possible effec t, on the temperature sensor will be discussed In a later section.

3.3.2 Four Port ler

To make the temperature sensor independent of signal amplitude and measure the
tranomiscion of the Sensing fiber va temperature, the emission from both LED's h&
to be placed in the same fiber. In addition, a fraction of the two sensor input
signals must be sent to a reference detector to normalize the inputs and make them
insensitive to source intensity changes. A four port fiber optic coupler solves
this; problem by mixing two input channels and giving outputs for the sensor and
reference channel that contain both inputs at come fixed ratio.

tic constructed two types of four port couplers. The first coupler used a sec-
tion of rectangular core fiber that had two input fibers butt coupled to one end and
two output fibers coupled to the opposite end. The optical power from each input
fiber is split equally at the two output fibers if the coupler is made long enough.
A cross section photo of the rectangular core fiber and an illustration depicting
the coupling of input and output fibers is shown in Fig. 3-6. Ideally, to obtain
the beat coupling, we want the least overlap loss. In this case the height of the
recta •igular fiber core should just equal the input and output fiber core diameter,
and the width of the rectangular core should equal two fiber core diameters plus two
cladding thicknesses. The ideal excess coupler loss would then be%

L a = 10 Log [djr(d+dt)],

whore d is the core diameter of the input/output fibers and t is the cladding thick-
ness. For Galite 3000 L. fibers the excess loss in addition to the 3 dB splitting
ratio is 1.5 dB*

In addition to the area match, the coupler length has to be long enough to mix
the two inputs. We chose a length of about 100 fiber core diameters (2 cm) that
Should allow enough mixing. If the NA of the rectangular coupler fiber is less
than the NA of the input/output fibers, then not all the light will be captured by
the coupler at the input; and if the NA of the coupler is greater than the NA of

23
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FIG 36

RECTANGULAR CORE FIBER FOR TRANSMISSIVE 4-PORT STAR COUPLER
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fibers, then come of the light at the output and may not be collected, although the
latter case is more desirable since the input optical rays will maintain their
emitted angles to a certain extent. 	 Several rectangular core couplers were made,

I and the best coupler had an excess loss of 3 dB.

Most of the coupler effort was made on the biconical tapered coupler of Kawasaki
` and 11111 (Rof..3).	 The coupler is depicted in Fig. 3-7 and is constructed by twist-

ing a pair of fibers under slight tenaion, fusing the twisted ;joint with a torch
a or small heater wire furnace, while at the came time extending the fusing joint to

produce a taper with a central diameter about the same size as one fiber.	 The
coupling ratio and excess loss was monitored at intervals in the process by detect-
ing light transferred from one input fiber to the two output ,fibers.	 lifter malting

i many couplers, we found that it was important to keep a smooth taper at the coupling
Joing to avoid a`largo excess loss. 	 The excess loss in this case occurs mainly by`
not recapturing all the cladding light in the fiber care on expansion back to the
original fiber size at the output.	 The light retained in the cladding is stripped
off" into the buffer coating within a short distance-.

Making the couplers with a torch gave inconsistent results and was hard to
control.	 To help eliminate the inconsistances, we built a small Kanthal wire fur-
nace.	 The furnace surrounded the fiber, but had a slot in the top portion so the
twisted pals of fibers could be lowered into the furnace. 	 A slight taper was built
on the furnace to make the central region the hottest section. 	 Several tapered

M couplers were made and excess losses varied from 1.8 dB to 0.5 dB depending on the
smoothness of the taper and the coupling ratio.	 In general the smaller the fraction
of optical power coupled the smaller was the excess loss.	 The fraction of power
coupled increased as the taper was made smaller. 	 We were interested in coupling
of 20 to 35 percent; this range of coupling was relatively easy to produce. 	 Figure

t

3-5 shows the coupling ratios from the two LED's for the coupler used on the tem-
perature sensor. 	 For this coupler, 70 percent of the Red LEA power went to the sen-
sor channel and 18 percent to the reference channel.	 The other 12 percent, was lost
in the cladding.	 For the it emitting LED, the ratios were Just reversed, as might
be expected.

1

3.3.3	 Sensor Fiber 4ti

The temperature sensing fiber was made from a high expansion borosilcate glass
that was doped with europium to a 15 percent concentration. 	 The special glass was
purchased from an outside vendor in cane (i.e., rod) form. 	 We used Kimble-type EX
glass tubing for a cladding glass and pulled several spools of sensing fiber from
the rod and tube, with the fiber pulling apparatus constructed at the Research Center.
Figure 3-8 shows a photomicrograph, enlarged 100 times, of the cross section of the
temperature sensing europium fiber and the Galite 3000LC fiber. 	 The europium fiber

core would give a red emission from the end of the fiber when the spool of fiber
was illuminated with room lighting. 	 The red glow was from trapped fluorescence of the

;i europium ion in the fiber core.

`	 : 25 ;
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Figure s-9 illuotratea the conotruction of the aencing fiber. Two pieces of
Galite 300OLU fiber were fused to a 16 em long section of the ouropium fiber with a
fiber fusion apparatuoo also constructed at the Research Center,. In general, there
is little or no difficulty in fusing cleaved or polished ends of Identical fibers.
The transmis5Jon loss through a fusion splice of identical fibers is 

loss than the
Vreonel reflection lost) of the fiber joint before fusion. When the fibers are
diovimilarp though ) additional scattering losses can be generated at the fusion joint.
in dissimilar fiber splices $ the melting points and expanoion coefficient of tile
glaotico can diffet. Bubbles and acattering surfaces can develop at the interface
ot the splice and cause the additional losses by scattering a fraction of the optical
3ignal from the fiber core.

Several sensing fiber sections were made as shown in Fig. 3-9 for the hypo-
Lubing loop discussed earlier. Transmission losses at unabsorbed wavelengths
ranged from 5 dB to 1,5 dD. The NA of the europium fiber 

is 
0,44 and of the Galite

fiber is 0.48. As a consequences not all of the incoming optical signal from the
Galite will be captured by the europium fiber. The loss due to the NA min., ,,atch goes
as the square of the NA ratio and calculates to be 0. 7 dB. The cross section of the
fiber cores was made to overlap by choosing a slightly tapered section of europium
fiber that 

had 
a core slightly larger than the input fiber and slightly smaller than

the output fiber. If we allow for the NA mismatch loss, the excess scattering loss
for the two fusion splices in the best sensing fiber was only 0.8 dB.

3.4 Electrical Circuit

3.4.1 General Description

The electrical circuit for the optics module is straightforward and shown in
the schematic of Fig. 3-10. Two Semiconductor Products' 15 V power supplies are
used to drive the module. One supply is split into two branches to power the two
LED optical sources. Each branch has a helipot to set the average LED current.
A shunt resistor is used in each branch to measure the current. The LED's are modu-
lated with Type 2NG659 MOS FETs placed in series In the cathode lead of the LED. An
8 V Zener diode protects the PET from overdriving with the modulator input signal.

The photodetectors were Silicon Detector Corporation (SDC) Type SD-100-42-12-231
hybrid detector-amplifier. The diodes were blue enhanced and principally designed to
operate in the photovoltaic mode, that is, with no reverse bias. In applications
where high bandwidth is not required, the photovoltaic mode has an advantage of having
no dark current from reverse biasing. This feature improves the signal--to-noise
(S/11) ratio and gives the detectors a lower noise equivalent power. The internal
capacitance in the photovoltaic mode l however 2 is greater than in the photoconductive
or reversal bias mode l and consequently, the photovoltaic mode has a lower band-
width. Bandwidth limitation can be a potential problem with time domain multiplexing
and will be discussed later.
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3#4.2 Detector Output and Timini! 5e uence

The photodotector has a responae of 0.36 ampa per watt of incident optical
potter at A Gla nmo tjith the 20 NO feedback resistor used with the amplifier, the out-,
put oignal is 7.6 mV per nanowatt of incident optical por yer. At A 940 um the respon-
sivity of the photodetector is 6.41 A/W and the output potential is 8.2 mV per nano-
watt of incident power. Figures 3-11 and 3-12 give the output aignals from the
sensor channel and reference channel detectors with the oensor probe and room temper-
ature. The 5 moec pupae output signals krom both LED's are ohoxm independently.
The red LED is driven at its maximum average current and the output signal decays
slightly during the driving pulse. There is no decay with the it LLD signal. We
found that running the red LCD with shorten: pulses but at the same average current
caused an even greater drop in the red signal during the driving pulse. This effect_
may be due to the complete utilization of the change carriers in the semiconductor
junction of the LED, The pulse rate was 100 Ha for the red LED and 50 He for the
i.r LED. The reasons for the different pulse rates will be described later.

The detector output pulses shown in figs. 3-11 and 3-12 were taken at room
temperature, 23 00. When the sensing loop is placed in an oven and heated, the red LLD
signal decreases in magnitude. Figure 3-13 shows a plot of the ratio:

f(T)	 JVs(red)/V0(ir)][VL(r)/VR(red)1

where Vs (red) and VL(red) are red emitting LLD signals in the sensor and reference
channels, The signal levels ware taken from oscilloscope traces and could be read
to about 5 percent accuracy. The data was normalized to 1.0 at the O'C measurement.
The data points approximately fit an empirical function:

f (T)
R -T/566

f(T)

The exponential fit may be coincidental, since there is no obvious theoretical 	 r.

reason why the temperature dependence need be exponential in this case.

The output of the detectors go to a signal processing unit to be discussed	 j
in more detail In the next section. In the signal processing unit, each pulse
from the photodetector is integrated and then a sample-hold circuit reads the result
of the integration. The held signal Level is then converted to a digital output
through an A-to =D converter. The integration, hold, and conversion is done sequen •

-t:i,a.11y every 5 msee so that both wavelength, signals are read independently. In
order to obtain the true signal level, we must also measure the de Level output of
the detector with no light signal, and then subtract the do level from the light
signal level.. AC coupling from the photodetectors would eliminate the do level
signal; however, in this case we would be taking the difference between the signals
at the two wavelengths. To eliminate amplitude or power change error in the fiber
as discussed earlier, we need to take a ratio of the signals at the two wavelengths.

30
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Iteadins the data Evan the two waavcicaBtho oequentiall (i.e., tine d€m.ai.n
C;Ultiple""ing) • requiroo that tie aloo road the eero-light oig,ual level from the
detector and oubtract to got the true of nal level..

The timing; Doquoneo * t1hich its derived from the cemputor, is ohotIn in Fig. 3-14.
The red LED is pulood on for 9 moee ovey 10 moce, and t@ae Ir LED to puloed on for
5 moce every 20 note. Tile it pulse occurs between two axed pulaeo on every other
pulse. In thin manner we can road a zero-light level pulov every 20 dace or betucoaa
every other red Vuloo. Tito photodetector output nional to illuotrated by the third
trace its trig',. -14, Tile fourth trace or bottom trace shown tine oe uence of ovento
For the integrator eircuitoo At a tine 2 nose into the 9 ooec pulse interval, the
proce000r initiates integration. The integration period runs for 3 moo@. Tito
Integrated signal level to then held For the no:at moo@ no that an A-to-D conversion
can be ni ado. For the laot moca l the signal level to rooet to zero and the preceoo
reinitiated for the nest 5 mode interval. Tile temperature dependent function to
then tahon From the ratio:

14	 `

f () - { IV 0 (red)-V 0 
(0)1 /CV0(iir)-V0(0) I }{ CV (ir)-VR(0)1 /(VR(red)-Vn(O }

whore V0 (a) and Vg,(0) are the -oro-light or baseline signal levels.

Tito temperature function is computed every 10 mooe with a new measurement at
the red wavelength in the sensor channel and reference channel.. The zero-light
signal level and the it oig,nal levels are read every 20 mote and the temperature
function is updated every 20 moee with these numbers. The lust three paramvtors

Sthan are measured every 20 cosec change only slowly in time in relation to the
red wavelength signals so that the temperature response time is not sacrificed.

3.4.3 g t nal-to-Noise and VIDT

The noire level at the photodetoctor represents as fundamental limit on the
sensitivity of the temperature sensor. tic can define a minimum detectable tempera-
ture change (MDT) as that change in temperature at the sensor that produces a change
in the photodetector signal ,dust equal to the rms nine signal at the photodetector.
The OT is the very best oensitivl.ty one could hope to achieve, since other effects
such an pewee supply and amplifier variations or changes in the signal in one
detector channel relative to the other channel can also give a temperature error.

The square of the rmc noise current generated at the photodetector at a band-
tridth Af has three components (Ref. 4)

12n n 4kTa Af /Re + 2eia Af + 2ei.dAf.

tf
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The" He=ist canipanent In Johnoon or thermal noloo where Uri to then feedbaet.4 rVolotor
tor the hybrid detogtor-amplMer and, Ta the ambient temperature of the detector,
Tht" occond componeat t where 10 10 the olt,,,nal currant, reprooento the quantun, or
,,hot nolou. . that go t the otatlotl@al 00100 when	 dincrete quanta. The
loot eanponent to nolov from the photodeteetor darts current, Ids Vonerated from ci

'0rowov,r , Wat; potentia	 Fl.	 r the photovoltaic detectoro uned wltll the temperature
oenoor # the laot component to wro oince no reveroe blaoinS potential to novd.

Thv At,,nal current to V,1vcn byt

1 
0 
0 p

as

t-Siore R in the detector reopowivity In ampo per watt of Incident optical power, and
P (,,--*p(-yLT) to the Incident optical power. The enponential factor allown for till-,
0

W','Werature dependent aboorption in the oenain8 fiber, where T in the rienoing, fiber
temperature, L the ocnoing fiber length, and y the aboorption coefficient of the
riber t which dependo on ehe concentration of curopium ions in the glaco.

The change in nignal current with temperatureo that in the temperature nenui-
tivityp in P'Lven by

-yLT
di 

0 
MT o -,,YLRP 

0 
e	 (a/T) RP 

0 
0

where a - yLT. lie can determine the optimum length and/or concentration of fiber
to une at as given temperature by netting the derivative of din /cif' with respect to a
equal to zero. Thtwo at constant T:

da	

RP
d	 0	 1 +	 0

TLdT

and a 1. Therefore, for maximum temperature aenoitivityp we want an aboorption
of 1/e In the nencing fiber. The 1/e absorption length or concentration OhouJd be
chooen at as temperature that to in the middle of the temperature rangc% to allow a
good sensitivity over the entire range.

The ofjual-to-noice ratio at the detector would be given by;

SIN t3 in/1n  
0 RP 

0 
O-YLT I (41tT 

a 
Af/R 

f + 
2eRP 

0 
a

-YLT 
Af) 

1/2

The BIN in decibels to plotted 
in F'ig. 3-15 vo the optical power PQ 

in nanotfatto.

The parameters used were:
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YLT	 1
a£	 © 100 ttz
R f	 a 20 mg

a	 R	 = 0.35 AN

Signal-to-noise ratios greater than 30 dB should be achievable with optical signal
levels; of 5 nil	 With a 100 Hz bandpac a amplifier we measured noise current levelo
of 0.3 pieoamps.	 The noise equivalent power or NEP of the photodetector would be
given by;

NEP Q in/R3Af G $.G x 1014 W/fH2•

The NEP calculated from the Johnson noise i€s!
r

NEP R 0 K /R f)112/R

R 8.2  x 10-14W/ 3Hx

and agrees within the measurement error of the measured NEP value.

A smsall change in temperature is related to a small change in signal current
by

Si	 , ^yLRP 
e-yLT

ST
s	 o

I
The 'minimum detectable temperature change, T hin , occurs when;

Si	 ^ i
s	 n

Therefore, 4
r

Tmin	 <<	
kTaQf/Rf) + 2eRPoe

-yLT 
pf ] 1/2/yLRPoe-yLT

t

Using the previously mentioned parameters, we have plotted in Fig. 3-16 Tmin vs. the
'	 absorption coefficient yLT for two optical power levels of 1 nW and 10 nW. 	 A

median temperature of 500° K was chosen for the calculation.

For the temperature sensor measurement we require four optical signals. The
appropriate STmin calculation in this case would have to allow for an accumulated,
noise from all the signals.	 The smallest optical signal, however, would be the
greatest contributor of noise to the MDT. 	 In our case the smallest signal was 4.5 nW
at 500° K for the red emitting LED signal in the reference channel. 	 Based on the
photodetector noise alone, then, we should be able to detect temperature changes of
about 1°C at midrange. 	 There are other contributions to the temperature measurement
error and they will be discussed later.
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4. SIGNAL PROCESSING

The design of the optics module already doccribed providoo for a ratiometric
approach to signal processing. This appioach causer certain undesirable variables
to be cancelled in the signal processing. The oheloton of thi,o signal proccooing
to to acquire a signal representing the transmission of light within a thermally
dependent absorption band, and linearize and scale the result ao temperature.

Processing is being; performed digitally in order to attain a maximum degree of
long-term stability. Analog components are subject to parameter variations coupled
to age, temperature, and humidity. All but the absolutely necessary analog compon-
ents have been eliminated, and the remaining analog parameters 'have been largely
cancelled in the processing. A red LED provides a boom which is split into a
thermally dependent signal path and a thermally independent reference path, Two
detectors are employed to acquire the two signals which when ratioed eliminate LED
intensity from the measure of red transmission. Difference in the gain of the two
detector channelo and detector gain changes are addressed by adding a second LED
to emit IR radiation within a band not dependent on temperature. The two LED's are
time multiplexed into the same optical system. Ratioing the two IR signals results
in the IR transmission which is likewise insensitive to IR intensity. Ratioi.ng the
two transmissions produces a temperature dependent signal in which the analog gain of
the two channels is also cancelled.

Each channel also incorporates an integrator to restrict bandwidth and thus Im-

prove signal-to-noise ratio,	 In order to cancel the effects of the background de
level from the photodetectors the integrator output with the LED's off is measured l

and subtracted from the signal and reference measurements.

Signals are acquired by a 12 bit analog to digital converter under the control

of an 8-bit microcomputer.	 External hardware provides cycling of the LED's through

a 4-count, 3-state sequence of RED, CAL, RED, IR.	 This sequence allows acquisition
of the temperature dependent Red data each 10 ms period. 	 The temperature independent !

IR and cal signals are updated alternately each 20 ms.	 The microcomputer provides
synchronization with these states and acquires the data when the integrators are

in the hold mode.
R

After acquiring the data, the microcomputer calculates the ratioing and scaling,

f	 then uses a lookup table to provide a linearized BCD output in degrees centigrade.

An Intel SYS80/204 microcomputer system was employed for the laboratory proto-
type in order to enjoy the benefits of mass production technology.	 Special custom

!	 processor configurations could be designed and fabricated for subsequent units if the

volume or application warrant.	 The SYS80/204 was augmented with an SBC732 analog

I/O board for signal acquisition and with an SBC310 board for high speed math process-

ing.	 The SBC310 board provides 32-bit floating point calculation capability using
-A	 Intel's 3000 series 2 bit: bipolar slice technology.
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Source program generation for this project was performed on a Tektroni:; 0002A
Mcroprocesnor Design Aid (MDA) o purchased for the UTRC Microprocessor Development
Center, This MDA also provides assembly, linhing, simulation # and emulation.

Figure 4-1 shows a block diagram of the complete oencor. The portion in dashed
lines 

is 
the optics module that is shown in more detail In Fig, 3-4. The system

timing 
is 

controlled by 
an external oscillator and the CPU in slaved to it. `Thin

was done to allow preliminary testing of the optics module prior to completion of
the software. Itr a next generation oenoor the timing could be provided by the CPU,
which would eliminate some external hardware and simplify the sytichroniFiation.

Figure 4-2 shown the run-time * flow chart for the oingla processing. The branch-

ing sequence 
is RED, IR, RED: CAL, 

as discussed. Each time RED data is acquired # the

ratio 
is computed tieing previously acquired values for IR and CAL and an output is

generated and sent to the display,
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5.	 PERPOMIANCE AND RECOMIENAATIONC

5.1	 Sensor Operation

The operation of the sensor dependa on the measurement of the probe transmission
to a relatively high degree of precision.	 As dicausoed in Section 3, the normalized
ratio follows the approximate empirical relations

(

f(T)
-T/

^	 )

with To m 566°C (normalized so that f(T) Q 1 at T a O°C).	 The fractional change in
this ratio is

E	 df	 1	 df dt
f	 f dT

df	 1_	 df
f T

0

0.0017 dT,

or a change of 0.17 percent per degree centigrade. 	 To achieve this accuracy
requires extreme care in the signal processing even though the overall signal pro-
cessng scheme is designed to cancel out most analog type error sources. 	 The initial
operation of the sensor revealed a number of problems.	 One problem was a slight
A.C. ripple in the acquired data. 	 Effects were made to minimize this by the elimina-
tion of ground loops in the signal processing and computing electronics; but it could
not be completely eliminated.	 The effect of the AC line noise was to cause the Least
significant digit or degree in the output display to flicker rapidly at the 10 ms

` update rate.	 Some excess noise in the detector-amplifier hybrid circuits may also
have contributed to this problem.	 To allow a stable display, a digital smoothing

t.

filter was incorporated into the processor.	 This was a Finite Impluse Reponse (FIR)
I	 filter that performed a 64 point running average on the data prior to display« 	 This

filter still provides an output at the 10 ms rate, although it reduces the overall
effective system bandwidth.

With this modification,' it was possible to obtain a stable output display of
the transmission ratio.	 This ratio was measured at 25° intervals over the range
of 0 to 400°C and a calibration'' curve was generated by a piecewise linear approxima-
tion.	 This curve is shown in Fig. 5-1. 	 The vertical axis is the desired ratio of
the transmissions at the two wavelengths.	 It has been sealed so that the range
of possible values lies between 0 and 1023 (2 1--1).	 The value of the scaled ratio.
is used as an address of a'location in the memory. 	 The content of the address is
the corresponding value of the temperature in degrees centigrade.

r

Rf
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After an initial warm up period, the oyotem output was oboorved to be conotant
to about * 2 In system units at a coaotant, room temperature. This corresponds to a
fractional change in the ratio of * 2/1000 or 4' D. percent. For a sensitivity
of 0.17 percent/ oC, this correopondo to a temperature stability of :t VC. At an
absolute temperature of 293 0K - 20% this 

in 
an accuracy of * 0.3 percent of point

which oncoodo tbo I percent of point accuracy goal for the aonoor.

There are, howeverp come additional problems that must be solved before this

accuracy can be ubefully realiaod in practice. The two major problems are a short
term drift that occurs over a period of about five minutes after the LED's are

turned can, and a long term drif t which manif onto itself in a change in the calibra-
tion curve over as period of several days. The magnitude of the short term drift is
about 10-15 system units oarreoponding to 6-9 0C. The magnitude of the long term
drift in comparable.

The source of those drifts has not an yet boon firmly established. A number
of possible oourcoo were considered including drift in the de offset of the detector-
amplifiers ) cross talk arising from the time multiplexing of the RED, IR, CAL

signals and changing characteristics of the LED's. At this time it appears that

the problem of the short-term drift lies not in the electronic processor but in the

LED/probe/filter/datector portion of the circuit. The signal processing scheme is

designed to cancel out errors due to variationo •in the light intensity from the LED's

and in facto appears to do this. A potential problem ) however, could arise if the

spectrum of the RED LED changes as a result of temperature, drive levelo or aging.

As discussed in Section 3 0 the wavelength of peak emission of the RED LED does shift

with temperature by an amount ranging from 2 nm to 4 nm (5 to 10 percent, cf. Ref. 2)

during the initial warmup. The spectrum of the light actually transmitted through

the probe to the detector 
is 

the product of the spectral transmission of the filter,

the spectrum of the LED, and the absorption spectrum of the ouropium fiber sensor.

Since the fiber response lies on the slope of the LED emission curve, a shift in

the LED spectrum can cause a change in the shape of the spectrum of the probing

light and therefore changes the total power transmitted to the sensor detector as

compared to the reference detector. If the absorption characteristics of the europium

were flat over the transmission baad of the filter, then a spectral shift of the

probing light would make no difference, since both sensor and reference would see

the same shift. In fact, the absorption is not flat. The 610 nm wavelength lies on

the slope of the 
7F2_

5Do transition and the absorption decreases fairly strongly

with increasing wavelength. If the probe light shifts is spectral shape, it will

sample a slightly different portion of the europium absorption and the ratio of
incident to transmitted light will change even though there is no actual temperature

change in the sensing fiber. We felt that this is the most likely cause of the
short-teLm drift, i.e., the spectrum of the LED's change as they warm up after turn

on. It could also be the cause of the long term drift that was observed, if the

spectrum of the LED chavges as the LED ages.

y.
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To check the opectral abi.ft trypothesis measurements at constant probe temperature
were taken on the signal outputo from the sensor and reference channel detectors
with the RED and 19 LED's operating separately, We found that the ratio of the
sensor and reference channel oignals, which should remain constants decreased 3 per-
coat during; the first five minutes after initiation of the RED LLD. Tito ratio teen
remained constant during the remaining hour of operation. With tho lh LF'D, the
ratio of signals remained constant over the entire hour. These results indicate; that
it is mace 11hely the spectral change of the tthh LED coupled with the spectral
passbands of the filter and ouropium fiber that produces the observable effect on the
temperature measurement during the warmup period of the senator. A detailed measure-
wont of the apectraam of the LED/filter combination and its drift characteristics will
be needed, however, to establish with certainty whether it is the cause of the sea-
oar drift.

The performance of the fiber-optic temperature sensor: was promising, consider-
ing that we could measure a temperature change of 2°C after an initial five minute
warmup. With the resolution of the drift problem, the sensor should readily be
capable of meeting the goal of l percent of point accuracy. torts has been underway
with internal sponsorship to help resolve the drift problems and achieve this goal.
The following section indicates some promising approaches for further improvement.

5.2 Improvements with Europium Sensor

Unless a much higher brightness, more monochromatic source is used with the
europium temperature sensor, we may have to live with a short warm-up period for the
sensor output.	 The warm up drift could be reduced significantly by using a narrower
bandpass filter and an LSD whose emission spectrum is centered at the europium absorp-
tion wavelength.	 The narrower filter would reduce the optical power.	 Some of the
reuction in power, however, would be made up by centering the LIED emission. 	 To choose

(	 the most favorable center wavelength and bandwidth for the filters, a series of
measurements should be taken to determine the exact tiny in which the LCD spectrum
changes relative to the europium spectrum. 	 A trade-off undoubtedly would have to be 'k

`	 made between the optical power and bandwidth of the filter.	 Replacing the LED with
a wavelength stable laser source at the europium wavelength, of course, would
eliminate the spectral drift problem and Dive more than adequate light signal levels.

Another improvement that could be made is to use the same focusing optics in the
reference channel that we used in the sensor channel. 	 This was originally felt to
be unnecessary.	 Presently, the reference channel collects light directly from the
fiber output through the filter.	 As a consequence, the red reference signal is3 the
weakest.	 With the placement of identical focusing optics in the reference channel
we would increase the red signal level and the overall signal-to-noise ratio.	 In
addition, we would guarantee the same collection angle through the filters in each
channel,, 'a possible source of error in itself,
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A5 proviouoly c.entioned, a ocall radiva ouropiun fiber loop could 
be 

made to
P"ahe a oiuglo ended temperature probe (of t Hof. 1), A olu3lo ended probe could
allow a bettor temperature calibration and comparloon to a thermocouple oenoor. The
preGent large loop probe actually incaoureo an average temperature over the oven uced
for calibration. The oldea of the loop which arc near the heating elcmanto in the
oven wall vay sample a oienificantly different tenporature than the end of the loop
where the thernocouple oenoor to placed.

A couple other minor improvemento would be to place the optico modulo, oacilla-
tor t and oignal proc000ing electroulco, includiuB the intogratoro a"d A/D gonvorterop
in a cocoon cl►aooio. Thio would reduce p000iblo ground loopo between the three
oeparate obaocia that caiot now., It would aloo be more convenient to place the
fiber optic conpector at the inotrumont, chaooiG inotead of at the probe.

5.3 Nd, Glaoo Fiber Temperature Senuor

We recently completed opectral micaouremento vo temperature on a Ud doped `AG
AGcrystal, The meaouremento were made to determine if Nd in Y would work ao a oenoor

for considerably higher temperatureo than the Eu in glaoo. If the mcaouremento
taken on the cryntal host have the oame validity for a olaoo hoot, then Nd in glaoo
would make a better temperature oenoor than Eu in glaoa. Pirot of all) we could uno
an it LED. The it LED's emit over an order of magnitudo more optical power than the
visible emitting LEN, Secondly $ at certain locationo in the opectrum t the oenoi-
tivity of the temperature dependent absorption could be improved over that of the
Hu in glass. With the Nd, for exampleo we had some spectral regions where the
fiber transmission va temperature dependence was positive instead of negative. By
taking the ratio in two spectral regiono that have opposite temperature dependencies,
we may be able to improve the sensitivity of the temperature oenoor by 50 to 100
percent#

Another feature of Nd that may be an advantage to that at the 15 percent doping
levels only a short length of Nd fiber on the order of I to 10 mm may be required.
This feature allows a higher spatial resolution with the temperature sensor. On
the other hand, if an average temperature is required over a long length, the Nd
doping level could correopondly by reduced. This is to say, the Nd glass oenoor
can cover a greater range of spatial resolution than the Eu glass sensor because of
the stronger absorption.
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